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Introduction

General Introduction
My name is Grace Osbourne and I am a twenty one year old student from England.
I am studying an undergraduate course in Conservation and Restoration University
of Lincoln.

The BA Honours degree in Conservation and Restoration at the University of
Lincoln provides a specialism in object conservation, which I was tailoring towards
the conservation of painted objects, with a hope to specialise in easel paintings later
in my career. Before my placement I was hoping to gain more experience in easel
paintings after my course, in order to eventually complete a Masters in the
Conservation of Easel Paintings.

I was made aware of the ZGTF by my tutors at the University while applying for the
placement at the Pinacoteca do Estado de São Paulo.
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Study Trip
I travelled to the Pinacoteca do Estado de São Paulo, São Paulo’s state museum for
my six week placement that took place in between 9th September and 18th October
2013.
I left a week for travelling before I returned to the UK on 26th October. During this
period I visited Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro. I also made trips out to
Boiçucanga and Foz do Iguaçu during my stay in São Paulo.

Since the beginning of my BA course at Lincoln I was certain that I wanted a career
in easel painting conservation that involved travel, creating a vocation that catered
for my interests in conservation, painting and languages.

The compulsory placement gave me the opportunity to trial these features of my
ideal career before I chose a specialism in my third year or began looking for paid
work overseas. The chance to gain practical experience of easel painting
conservation was particularly important to me as it is not available on the BA course
at Lincoln.

I was made aware of the placement at the Pinacoteca do Estado de São Paulo by
Anna de Matos, a Brazilian BA student who graduated last year. Anna completed
her compulsory placement at the Pinacoteca and was given the opportunity to
conduct interventive conservation on numerous objects of different materials and
other tasks such as disassembling exhibitions. Anna ended her presentation stressing
how greatly the staff at the museum wanted to take on more BA students from
Lincoln and how commendable an experience a placement at the Pinacoteca was. It
is very unusual for a museum of national importance to want to take on BA students
so the opportunity seemed especially unique.

I contacted the museum and arranged a placement in the conservation of Easel
Paintings. I planned to travel and live with another student in my year, Isabelle
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Vaudrey who would undertake a placement in the conservation of sculpture. Isabelle
was also awarded a grant from the ZGTF for her placement.

Budget
I had predicted that my total expenses would come to £3615 but the actual cost of the
trip was a considerably cheaper £2360.35. The main reason for the difference in the
predicted and actual costs was the unexpected and generous offer of free
accommodation from the head of the conservation department at the Pinacoteca,
Valéria de Mendonça.
The ZGTF kindly awarded me a £2000 grant, for which I am extremely grateful. I
was able to raise the additional funds of £360.35 through working part time at a
restaurant and in a shop.

The Pinacoteca do Estado de São Paulo
Introduction to Brazil and São Paulo
The Pinacoteca do Estado de São Paulo is located in the city of São Paulo, the capital
city of the state of the same name.
São Paulo is a jungle of skyscrapers and its few older buildings are poorly cared fora topic that I will be investigating for my dissertation. The city is the economic hub
of Brazil, with alarming amounts of wealth, poverty, pollution and a diverse range of
nationalities.

The city is so huge that it is divided into 31 areas and the Pinacoteca is in the central
area of Sé, in the neighbourhood of Luz. Luz is a location for many galleries,
museums and tourist attractions but it is also a notoriously dangerous area, renowned
for its high levels of drug users.
The museum’s position within Brazil, the state and the city of São Paulo can be seen
in Figures 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
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Figure 1: The state of São Paulo, within Brazil. (Available online from:
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Brazil_states_blank.png)

Figure 2: The City of São Paulo, within the State of São Paulo. (Available online
from: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_municipalities_in_S%C3%A3o_Paulo)
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Figure 3: Sé, the museum's location within the City of São Paulo. (Available
online from:
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:S%C3%A3o_Paulo_districts.png)

Brazil is the fifth largest country in the world, with the fifth largest population. It is
considered to be a fairly young country, as it was only founded by the Portuguese in
1500.
The legacy left by the Portuguese colonialists is present in many aspects of the
Brazilian culture; from the fact that Brazil is the largest Lusopohone or Portuguese
speaking country in the world to the wide influence of Catholicism.
One example of this legacy that is particularly noticeable in the art sector is the great
mystique that Europe seemed to hold for many Brazilians. A large section of the
Pinacoteca’s collection was created by Brazilian artists who were sent to train in
European schools to see the works of the old masters and to learn contemporary
styles. A sizeable proportion of the collection of the Museum of Art in São Paulo,
one of the most important art museums in Brazil, contains many works by European
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artists including Goya, Rembrandt, Constable and Dali, which surprisingly were
promoted before works by Brazilian artists.

The Pinacoteca do Estado de São Paulo
The collection of the Pinacoteca, which means “painting museum”, consists of over
14,000 pieces of Brazilian artwork from the 19th century onwards, including
paintings, sculptures, and works on paper. The Pinacoteca do Estado de São Paulo
museum was established in 1905 in the building of Sao Paulo’s first art school,
“Liceu de Artes e Ofícios” that was created in 1887 (Figure 4).
When the Luz neighbourhood underwent a reform during the early 1990s, the
government decided to renovate the museum. The 1993 redesign of the Pinacoteca
by Brutalist architect, Paulo Mendes da Rocha adds modern, practical details such as
bridges, lifts and a glass ceiling to complement the beautiful, original building
(Figure 5).

Figure 4: The Pinacoteca do Estado de São Paulo.
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Figure 5: Redesign of the interior of the Pinacoteca do Estado de São Paulo by Paulo
Mendes de Rocha.

The conservators had a large input in the redesign, which granted them three
spacious labs and storage facilities and also allowed them to incorporate big
windows so that curious visitors could view the department without disturbing them
(Figure 6).

Figure 6: One of the conservation laboratories at the Pinacoteca. The window for
visitors can be seen on the left.
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Related Institutions
The staff at the Pinacoteca are also involved in projects at two other related
government owned institutions, which I worked at during my placement. The first
of these is the Jardim de Luz, which is a public sculpture park located next to the
museum (Figure 7). The second institution is the Estaçao Pinacoteca de São Paulo,
which displays contemporary as opposed to 19th century Brazilian artwork (Figure
8).

Figure 7: The Jardim de Luz.

Figure 8: Estaçao Pinacoteca de São Paulo.

My Placement at the Pinacoteca
On the first day of my placement, Isabelle and I were introduced to all of the
Conservation and Restoration team by Teodora Carneiro, the Head of Technical
Stores, who had been our main contact with the museum when we were
communicating from England.

The team comprised of ten employees, including head of department and head of
technical stores, five conservators, two technicians and one intern. When Isabelle
and I visited the conservation departments of other museums later in our trip, we
realised that the Pinacoteca’s conservation department was comparatively huge as
most São Paulo galleries had only one or two conservators. During our placement
Isabelle and I worked with most of the conservation team and other teams such as
maintenance, however my main mentor was Manuel, a specialist paintings
conservator.
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Main Project
At the end of our first week, I was given my main project, an oil painting called
“Terra de Paranguá” by Jose Perrisinotto (Figures 9 and 10).

Figure 9: Before treatment. "Terra de
Paranguá,” Jose Perrisinotto, undated, oil
on wooden board.

Figure 10: Before treatment. "Terra de Paranguá,” Jose
Perrisinotto, undated, oil on wooden board.

Background of the painting
I found the background of this painting exciting as it was such a typical example of
the Pinacoteca’s collection for its age, depiction of Brazil and European influence.
Jose or Giuseppe Perrisinotto was born in Italy in 1881 and moved to São Paulo as a
child to later become one of the state’s most important impressionist artists. The
piece is undated and depicts the landscape of Paranguá, Parana.

Evidence of pencil marks used to draw out the landscape, show the piece was drawn
from life (Figure 11).
The haphazardness with which the piece has been painted even suggests that it was
painted from life, perhaps as a preliminary sketch for a larger painting.
The substrate of the piece is a type of plywood made from three layers of pine
adhered together using synthetic adhesive.
I believe that this unusual choice of wood was probably recycled, as the edges have
been cut roughly and there is no other reason for it to have a blue backing.
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Figure 11: Before treatment. The white circle highlights the pencil mark outline
visible underneath the painted hills.

Condition of the painting
Before assessing the condition of the painting, I had to check the archives to see if
there were records of previous treatments on the object. Like the labs I thought that
the archives were very well organised. Details of the artists were kept in folders in
roller racking and although I found Perrisinotto’s folder, there were no records of
treatment to this piece.
Manuel and I checked the painting under UV light to reveal any retouchings but none
were found with this analysis (Figure 12).

Figure 12: During treatment. Using Ultra-Violet light to find past retouchings on the
surface of the painting.

After establishing that the painting had not been treated by the museum I had to
create a condition report and treatment plan.

To record this information, the Pinacoteca used efficient, tick box forms specific to
categories such as easel paintings or sculpture. The forms were adapted to include
details and problems, specific to these areas such as whether a painting had a frame
or whether a sculpture had a base.
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I classified the painting’s condition as poor but stable as it had suffered structural and
surface damage but was not deteriorating. The condition of the painting is annotated
in Figures 14 and 15.
In terms of structural damage, the painting is warped and the front had many fissures
caused by fluctuations in relative humidity; these are highlighted in pink and can be
seen in image 1.
There was also a hole made in the top of the painting that can be seen in image 2
along with a stain and a pencil mark.
There was loss of pigment in several areas as can be seen in image 3 and the entire
painting had been covered in a varnish that had since discoloured, as demonstrated in
image 4.
It was important to note the location of the signature, which can be seen in image 5.
The nature of the plywood meant that the different layers expanded and contracted at
different rates causing different fissures on the front and back of the painting. Image
one shows some of the fissures on the reverse.
The surface damage to this side of the painting includes scratches from the pins of
the frame, as seen in image 2, stains from the discoloured varnish as seen in image 3
and paint stains that are highlighted in blue.
As with the signature, it was important to make note of the location and details of the
writing on the back of the painting, which can be seen in image 4. It states the title
and painter in pencil, in the artist’s handwriting and the other details that were
probably added later by the museum.

The treatment required for the back of the painting was limited to cleaning with
sponge, as it would not be visible to the public, although I believe that the writing
would be protected using Melinex® (a high clarity polyester sheet) when the piece
was reframed.
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Figure 13: Before treatment. The condition of the front of painting with annotations.

Figure 14: Before treatment. The condition of the reverse of the painting with
annotations.

After assessing the condition of the object, I was required to photograph the front and
reverse sides of the painting with both a digital and a film camera in tungsten light,
UV light and under raking light.

Cleaning
The first step of the treatment was to clean the painting’s surface using sponge and a
Museum vac (Figures 15 and 16). After experimenting, I was surprised to find that
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make up sponges were more suitable for cleaning than smoke sponge as they do not
deteriorate and deposit pieces onto the painting in the same way.

Figure 15: Using a makeup sponge to
clean the surface of the painting.

Figure 16: Using a Museum Vac to
clean the surface of the painting.

Testing Solvents to Remove Varnish
Manuel then suggested four combinations of solvents with lower polarities that I
should test to remove the varnish.
I started with the weakest and tested in the top left hand corner of the painting.
Cynthia’s gel and MEC (Methyl Ethyl Ketone) were the only two solvents to affect
the varnish although the former removed the varnish more slowly and then would
continue to remove the paint unless it was wiped off with water (Figures 17 and 18).
MEC, on the other hand, evaporated straight after use and did not affect the paint.
Manuel gave me this information and allowed me to choose which solvent I would
continue to remove the varnish with, so I chose MEC as it was quicker and less
harzardous to the painting.
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Figure 17: Areas of painting that have
been tested using Cynthia's Gel (GEL)
and Methyl Ethyl Ketone (MEC)
highlighted in chalk.

Figure 18: Testing the top right hand
corner of the painting.

Removing Varnish
Manuel recommended removing the varnish in strips from the top to the bottom of
the painting, starting at the right hand side as the blue pigments are generally more
stable than the green pigments.
He also asked me take photos at different stages of varnish removal marked with a
chalk border. Figures 19-21 show just how much the varnish had obscured the
original colours of the painting.
While removing the varnish, it was important that I wore a mask and used a portable
extraction cabinet as the vapours from MEK can cause nausea and headaches (see
Figure 22). This unit plugs into the nearest socket and is clamped onto the desk,
which is a brilliant idea for ongoing projects where it would be more convenient to
sit down however it is too bulky to manoeuvre with ease.
I also used x4 magnifying glasses for the duration of the treatment to see what I was
doing more clearly.
I was initially very cautious with how I removed the varnish in case I affected the
paint but as I got more used to the process, I became more adept at following the
painter’s brush strokes, in order to remove the maximum amount of varnish.
I wasn’t aware that it is not common practice to remove the varnish on the signature
of a painting so I continued to take it off as I had in the other areas. Fortunately I did
not remove any important information, but I learned that the varnish should not
normally be removed as it acts as a protective layer and the signature is usually the
last thing to be added to the work so it might not have bonded as strongly to the other
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areas of paint. Also, the abrasive nature of the cotton swabbing may loosen
pigments.
Once the varnish had been removed, I was able to clean off all of the stains easily
using MEC.

Figure 19: During treatment. The
painting after one strip of the varnish
had been removed.

Figure 21: During treatment. The
painting during the process of varnish
removal. The treated and untreated
areas have been marked using chalk.

Figure 20: During treatment. The
painting during the process of varnish
removal. The treated and untreated
areas have been marked using chalk.

Figure 22: During treatment.
Removing the varnish using MEC
applied with cotton swab. Chemicals
and used swabs are kept in a portable
extraction cabinet and a face mask is
worn for safety. x4 magnification
glasses are also worn.

Manuel and I were in disagreement as to when I should stop using this solvent.
I was concerned when the swabs started to turn black as opposed to the brown colour
they were when I was solely removing the varnish but Manuel assured me that the
original paint could not be removed using MEC and that any colour on the swab was
either pigment loosened when the wood split or an overpaint.
I continued to clean with MEC until the paint on the palm tree started to come off
and Manuel agreed that even if this paint was not original, I would have to retouch
white areas anyway so there was no point continuing to remove it (Figures 23 and
24).
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Figure 23: Palm tree before swabbing
with MEC.

Figure 24: Palm tree after swabbing
with MEC.

Applying Separation Layer
Once I had finished cleaning, I had to remove the fibres of cotton wool left from
swabbing as they can yellow over time. I then applied a separation layer of
Paraloid™ B72 (a thermoplastic resin) in Xylene (an organic solvent) in a 1:5 ratio,
over the painting, which Manuel recommended in order to create a level of shine that
is commonly expected for the varnish of a 19th century oil painting.

Filling and Colour Matching
He then let me test and choose different filling materials, so I chose to use
Modostuc©, a PVA based filling material as it was easy to use and reversible in
water.
I used a brush and scalpel to create the fills and Teodora showed me how to use a
torch to shine raking light onto the painting so that I could recreate the texture of the
brush strokes (Figures 25 and 26).

Figure 25: Teodora showing me how to
use raking light when recreating fills.

Figure 26: Fill under raking light.
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I applied the same separation layer that I used earlier to each fill so that they would
have the same texture as the rest of the painting.
I then began colour matching my fills and the areas where I removed the paint earlier
using Maimeri© and Charbonnel© oil paints diluted in toluene (an organic paint
thinner), so that they would be easily reversible (Figures 28- 31).

Figure 27: During treatment. Retouching fills
using toluene (organic paint thinner) and
Charbonnel© conservation-grade oil paints.

Figure 28: During treatment. Close up of fill after
retouching. Restoration outlined in red.

Figure 29: During treatment. Fills before
retouching.

Figure 30: During treatment. Fills after
retouching.

Varnishing
Once Manuel and I were both happy with my retouchings, I varnished the paining
using Winsor and Newton© gloss varnish (Figure 32).

Figure 31: During treatment. Me using a large brush to distribute the partially dried
varnish.
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I am quite happy with the treatment of the painting, as the bright, original colours
have now been revealed, although I am still not certain that I should have continued
to remove as much paint as I did in the earlier stages of treatment. I was very happy
that Manuel gave me the opportunity to choose the solvents and fillers for myself and
I think the raking light technique to create fills will be useful in future treatments. I
am grateful to Manuel and the rest of the conservation team for answering all of my
questions with patience and enthusiasm.
I found the ethics of easel painting conservation in Brazil very different to those that
I have learned at university as they prioritised how the painting was expected to look
over its history as an object.

Figure 32: After treatment. "Terra de Paranguá",
Jose Perrisinotto, undated, oil on wooden board.

Other Projects
Mine and Isabelle’s role in the team was as student interns. The rest of the staff
respected that our primary purpose for being at the museum was to improve my
conservation skills and learn more about the Brazilian culture.
In return for the opportunity to work on the Pinacoteca’s collection, under the
guidance of its conservators, we were expected to work independently and with other
members of the team on simpler, more time consuming tasks that the museum
needed completing. These included packaging prints and photographic works,
dusting exhibits, and labelling frames with UV Protection for artworks that were
going on display.
Together, we participated in the following conservation projects:
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“Colar", Lygia Reinach, 2000, terracotta and steel.
The first project that Isabelle and I worked on was an enormous ceramic installation
in the Jardim da Luz that was created to look like a necklace. We worked in a team
of maintenance men and conservators in order to restore and continue to create the
piece by adding ceramic balls made by the artist (Figures 33-35).

Figure 33: Before treatment. "Colar", Lygia
Reinach, 2000, terracotta and steel.

Figure 34: During treatment.
Terracotta beads left to be added to
the sculpture.

Figure 35: During treatment. One of the
maintenance team and I threading a bead onto the
large steel necklace.

“Anchieta”, Tadakiyo Sakai, 1953, terracotta.
Isabelle’s main project was a terracotta sculpture but I helped in its initial clean as
the museum staff wanted to show us both how to mix and use Agar Agar, which is a
poultice that the department use frequently but is rarely heard of in UK conservation.
Agar agar has many merits including being cheap, nontoxic, non-flammable and
most importantly it is a very effective poultice. It is applied as a gelatin like liquid
and is left to set before being peeled off (Figures 36-37).
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Figure 36: During treatment. Peeling off dried Agar
Agar.

Figure 37: After treatment.
“Anchieta”, Tadakiyo Sakai, 1953,
terracotta.

“Tenor, Sentimental, Album, Gala e Fatal”, Frida Baranek, 2000,
copper and rubber.
A lot of our time was dedicated to working on a large sculpture by Frida Baranek
The work was made from copper strips and rubber pipes and designed to be hung as
a hammock. It was tarnished and dusty after four years in storage but needed to be
prepared to go on exhibition in Rio (Figures 38-39).
Isabelle and I worked together to clean the piece, first using a portable air
compressor and vacuum cleaner to remove dust and then removing the tarnish on
the copper using metal polish and non abrasive cloths (Figure 40).
This task was time consuming as the object was heavy and difficult to manoeuvre
but it was interesting to work on and participate in discussions about the
conservation of modern art.

Figure 38: Before treatment. “Tenor, Sentimental, Album, Gala e Fatal”, Frida
Baranek, 2000, copper and rubber.
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Figure 39: Area where copper has
oxidised, producing tarnish.
Figure 40: During treatment. Using
Hagerty 100 Metal Polish to remove
oxidation from copper strips.

Technical Visits with the Pinacoteca
Teodora and the other staff in the conservation department felt it important that
Isabelle and I should undertake technical visits to other museums, conservation
studios and stores in the city of São Paulo. We discovered that the Pinacoteca’s
brilliant facilities and large department are not common in museums, and most have
to make the best of a few resources just like many UK institutions.

Figure 41: The Museum of Art in Brazil
(MAB).
Figure 42: Technical visit to the Museum of Art in
Sao Paulo (MASP). From left: Karen Cristine
Barbosa (the museum’s only conservator) and me.

Figure 43: Technical visit to the stores of
the Museu de Arte Sacra. From left:
Tatiana Russo dos Reis (conservator at
the Pinacoteca), Carmen (head
conservator at the stores of the Museu de
Are Sacra) and me.

Figure 44: Atelier Raul Carvalho Restauração de
Obras de Artes (Raul Carvalho's Workshop for the
Restoration of Artwork)
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Our Last Day at the Pinacoteca
During our time at the Pinacoteca all of the staff went above and beyond to look after
Isabelle and myself, from taking us shopping and for meals to bringing us sweets to
inviting us to stay at their houses for free. However, despite their kindness
throughout our placement, we still did not expect the surprise party and gifts that the
conservation team had organised for our last day (see Figures 44 and 45). The
benevolence of all of the conservation staff was overwhelming and we are sure that
we will remain friends with all of our Pinacoteca family for a long time into the
future.

Figure 45: Gifts from the staff at the
Pinacoteca: A key ring, pyjamas, a
signed card, a kit of conservation sample
materials and a conservation goody bag.

Figure 46: The conservation team except for
Valeria and Tony. From left: Tatiana, Priscilla,
me, Ana, Manuel, Teodora, Isabelle, Diego and
Henrique.

Living in São Paulo
For the first four weeks of my placement in São Paulo, I shared a twin room in a
hostel with Isabelle (see Figure 46). The best aspect of hostel living was the constant
flow of new people from all over the world. However, I was relieved when Valería
asked Isabelle and I to stay at her comfortable apartment for the final part of our trip
as the hostel could get claustrophobic. In regards to the city itself, I loved the busy,
cosmopolitan atmosphere but at times it was difficult to adapt without speaking
Portuguese. I also enjoyed trying Brazilian specialities such as Caipirihnas (the
national cocktail) and Mandioca fritas (a type of fried root vegetable). I have been
vegan for a couple of years and I expected to find it difficult to eat in Brazil.
However, the popular kilo buffet restaurants provided a wide range of food and
beans, fruit and vegetables generally feature a lot in traditional Brazilian dishes.
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Figure 47: Me in the twin room I shared
with Isabelle at the hostel.

Figure 48: Isabelle, Valería and I in
Valeria's apartment.

Blog
A large part of the experience of living in Brazil was writing daily updates on an
informal blog that Isabelle and I decided to keep (see Figure 49). The blog was
viewed by hundreds of people from over twenty different countries although its main
purpose was to show our family and friends what we were up to in and out of the lab.
The blog can be accessed at: http://graceandissybrazil2013.blogs.lincoln.ac.uk/

Figure 49: Welcome page from the blog.

Museum, Gallery and Site Visits
Isabelle and I tried to do and visit as much as possible while living in São Paulo.
• Ibirapuera Park. A large park with features as diverse as museums,
outdoor gyms, skate parks and lakes (Figure s 50-51).
o The Obelisk of São Paulo. The largest monument in the
city built as a symbol of the Constitutionalist Revolution of
1932.
o The Afro-Brazil Musum. A museum dedicated to the
history and artwork of the Afro Brazilian community
(Figure 52).
o The Oca. A gallery space for artworks. We saw a n
interesting exhibition about a Brazilian folk musician called
Luiz Gonzaga (Figure 53).
• Liberdade. The Japanese district of São Paulo.
• São Paulo Free Walking Tours. We took two of these tours and
learned about the buildings of old and new downtown (Figures 5457).
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•

The Martinelli Building. A five storey pink mansion built on top of
a twenty five floor skyscraper (Figures 58-59).

Ibirapuera Park

Figure 50: Me in Ibirapuera Park.

Figure 52: Me in front of the Afro- Brazil
Museum.

Figure 51: A view of the city from
Ibirapuera Park.

Figure 53: The OCA.

São Paulo Free Walking Tour

Figure 54: The SP free walking tour group.

Figure 55: The Pátio do Colégio.

Figure 56: The Martinelli building.

Figure 57: The contrast of old and new
buildings in São Paulo.
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The Martinelli Building

Figure 58: The Martinelli building.

Figure 59: The view from the Martinelli
building.

Visits to Other Areas in Brazil and South America
Isabelle and I visited three other parts of Brazil and South America. The
locations we visited and activities we did included:
• Boiçucanga: One of the only beaches in the State of São Paulo
where one can see the sunset (figures 60-61).
• Foz do Iguaçu
o Itaipu Dam: The huge hydroelectric dam on the Parana
river (Figure 62).
o Cataratas de Iguaçu: The waterfalls separating Brazil from
Argentina (Figure 63-66).
o Parque de Aves: A large aviary on the Brazilian side of
Cataratas de Iguaçu (Figure s 67-68).
• Buenos Aires
o The Casa Rosada: The executive mansion and office of the
President of Argentina (Figure 69).
o El Ateneo: A beautiful library famously built within an old
theatre (Figure 70).
o Cycling tour: A tour of Buenos Aires to areas such as La
Boca and the stadium (Figure 71).
o La Recoleta Cemetary: The location of Eva Peron’s tomb
(Figure 72).
• Rio de Janeiro
o The Jardim Botanico: Rio de Janeiro’s botanical gardens
(Figures 73-74).
o Ipanema and the Copacabana beaches: The two most
famous beaches in Brazil (Figure s 75-76).
o Catedral Metropolitana: A spectacular brutalist cathedral.
(Figures 77-78).
o Day Tour: The tour quickly covered the major tourists sites
such as Christ the Redeemer, the Lapa Steps and Sugarloaf
mountain. It was a shame to rush them but we only had a
short amount of time (Figure s 79-80).
o Favela Tour: A tour of the Favela’s, which partially funded
a children’s day centre and provided extra income for other
members of the area (Figure s 80-81).
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Boiçucanga

Figure 60: View on the way to Boiçucanga.
Figure 61: Me in the ocean while the sun sets at
Boiçucanga beach.

Itaipu Dam

Figure 62: Me in front of the Itaipu Dam, at the Brazil- Paraguay border.

Cataratas

Figure 63: La Garganta del Diablo, the largest
waterfall at Cataras de Iguaçu.

Figure 64: Isabelle and I with Mexican and
Peruvian friends who we met at our hostel.

Figure 65: Isabelle and I with a group of men
from my home town who we met at the top of La
Garganta del Diablo.

Figure 66: Isabelle, our Peruvian friend Daniel
and I on a boat ride at Iguaçu.
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Parque de Aves

Figure 67: Colourful flowers in the Parque
de Aves, Foz do Iguaçu.

Figure 68: Me stood with some parrots in the
Parque de Aves.

Buenos Aires

Figure 69: The Casa Rosada.

Figure 70: El Ateneo, a beautiful library built
within an old theatre.

Figure 71: Cycling tour of Buenos Aires.
Figure 72: The tomb of Eva Peron.
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Jardim Botanico

Figure 73: Jardim Botanico, the beautiful botanical
gardens of Rio de Janeiro.
Figure 74: Me stood beneath some very
large palm trees in the Jardim Botanico.

Beaches

Figure 75: Ipanema beach with a view of Sugar Loaf
Mountain.

Figure 76: The sunset as seen from the
Copacabana.

Catedral Metropolitana

Figure 77: Catedral Metropolitana, Rio de Janeiro.

Figure 78: Interior of Catedral
Metropolitana, Rio de Janeiro.
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Day Tour

Figure 80: The Lapa Steps, Rio de Janeiro.
Figure 79: Theatro Municipal, Rio de Janeiro.

Figure 81: Christ the Redeemer.

Figure 82: View from the sky lift descending
from sugar loaf mountain.

Favela Tour

Figure 83: The view from the roof of the
favela.

Figure 84: The studio of one artist from the
favela.
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Conclusion and Evaluation of Experiences
The invaluable two months that I spent working and living in São Paulo were
enlightening from both a professional and personal perspective.

Professionally, I was able to learn from a supportive and experienced group of
conservators who were willing to help me improve my skills and knowledge at every
opportunity. I am extremely grateful to have had the opportunity to learn about new
materials such as Agar Agar and Methyl Ethyl Ketone, and techniques such as using
raking light when applying fill. The projects that I undertook helped me to improve
my dexterity and decision making skills. I am thankful that I have had the chance to
work in such a well-equipped lab while being able to observe the ways other
museums use their resources.
Through observing the culture of Brazil I was able to choose a unique dissertation
topic, which I hope will give me a further chance to explore the county’s attitude
towards conservation.
The placement also changed my perspective on conservation. At the beginning of the
BA course, I was solely interested in the conservation of easel paintings but I am
now more aware that the conservation job market is limited and it would be wiser to
get experience in a range of areas, rather than specialising at this point. I would still
like to work abroad if the opportunity comes up but I now appreciate just how good
working conditions are for conservators in the UK.

Personally, this trip has given me hope, motivation and a sense of achievement.
I have learned how to plan and organise a trip of this scale, in addition to managing
money. The experience has taught me that it pays to be brave and friendly when
meeting any new people. I have made friends from all over the globe and I have
learned how huge the world is, in particular how much is left to explore.
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